
Freedom’s Flag by Sew Kind of Wonderful

Instructor: Jane LeBlanc

Class Description

Freedom’s Flag is a great tribute to Old Glory evoking images of the flag rippling in the wind.
Using the Mini Quick Curve Ruler, you’ll finish this project in no time at all.

Class Supplies

Mini Wonderful Curves book by Sew Kind of Wonderful
Mini Quick Curve ruler
Normal quilting supplies including sewing machine, neutral thread, pins etc
45mm rotary cutter (with a sharp blade), small cutting mat, iron and ironing surface
Mini Wonderful Curves by Sew Kind of Wonderful is a great source for seasonal
wallhangings.

Fabric Selection

Red, white and blue is the color palette. The book sample uses bright tones-- navy and silver for
the stars and red and white for the stripes. My class sample uses duller tones of red and navy . I
used a tea stained lighter tan for both the stars and stripes. I shopped my stash first for the reds
and blues then added ¼ yards to supplement and add variety. Because the blocks finish at 4
inches, use small prints, solids or tone-on tones Avoid large scale prints. For your background,
a solid or tone-on- tone will work nicely. You decide if you want your stars to be different from your
stripes.

Cutting Instructions Prior to Class

For the navy background of the stars: Cut (6) 4 ½ “ x 7 ½ “ rectangles and (12) 4” squares .
(Note: You can source these subcuts from one navy fabrics or (6) 10” squares of various dark
blues and navy’s.)
For the white/silver stars: Cut (6) 5 1/2” squares. (Note: You can use the same fabric that you
use for the stripes. If so, increase your stripe fabric to 1 ¼ yard)
For the red stripes: Cut (36) 5” squares (Note: The pattern calls for 3 fat quarters of red
fabrics. I used (3) ¼ quarter yards but then added additional fabrics from my stash to add
variety.)
For the white stripes: Cut (36 ) 5” squares.

Housekeeping Notes: Park in front of the Quilt Patch classroom or in the church parking lot to the right. Do not park in front of AAA
Sewing unless they are closed. You are welcome to bring a bag lunch. Drinks should be in spill proof containers. Please do not put
water in the classroom irons. You will receive a 15% discount on class supplies purchased at Quilt Patch Fabrics. Additionally, you will
receive a 15% discount on your purchases the day of the class (excludes select kits, quilting services & classes)
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The book’s sample shows white binding. I decided to bind my flag with the same fabric as my
back.

I am happy to answer any questions about class and fabric choices. For this and any other
questions you have, please contact me at 704-516-6887 or email me at
2boyzmom.leblanc@gmail.com.
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